Exponential Stability of Fractional-Order Impulsive Control Systems With Applications in Synchronization.
This paper investigates exponential stability of fractional-order impulsive control systems (FICSs) and exponential synchronization of fractional-order Cohen-Grossberg neural networks (FCGNNs). First, under the framework of the generalized Caputo fractional-order derivative, some new results for fractional-order calculus are established by mainly using L'Hospital's rule and Laplace transform. Besides, FICSs are translated into impulsive differential equations with fractional-order via utilizing the definition of Dirac function, which reveals that the effect of impulsive control on fractional systems is dependent of the order of the addressed systems. Furthermore, exponential stability of FICSs is proposed and some novel criteria are obtained by applying average impulsive interval and the method of induction. As an application of the stability for FICSs, exponential synchronization of FCGNNs is considered and several synchronization conditions are established under impulsive control. Finally, several numerical examples are provided to illustrate the effectiveness of the derived results.